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Formato 5 servicio social uaemex

How to perform the operation? If you meet the following requirements, a cover letter will be issued to provide social service, based on the service provider's registration and received dependency data. At that time your file will be opened in the section to track your activity. Requirements: Have completed
and approved 50 per cent of the total credits. Fill the format 1. With one shape in your hands, you will need to go to the social services department to request your cover letter. At that time your file will be opened in the section to track your activity. During your service you will need to submit quarterly
reports according to Figure 3 with the first paper of activities carried out. Finally, you will need to submit a final report on Figure 3 with two papers that generally describe key activities, social and academic impact, as well as the results obtained. To finish... You must request your letter of termination from
the receiving unit, and deliver it to this section along with the 5th format in which the reception unit evaluates the service provider and Format 9, where the service provider evaluates the social service department in relation to the process that you have performed if you wish to opt out of the place where
you are performing your social service, you must use Format 10. To get your social service certificate go with the above formats as well as with: a simple copy of the birth certificate the size of the letter (readable). If you are a student, copy or the origin of your academic history. If you are a graduate, copy
a photo copy of your university degree. Four white and black mignon (white) oval-sized images * indispensable on a semi-thick glossy sheet. * Ladies: With white clothes without neckline * Gentlemen: white shirt and tie without jacket. Receiving the fees for issuing a social service certificate. * You can
apply in this section, the approximate amount is $139.00 (one hundred and thirty-nine pesos and you must pay it in the safe, which is located in the administrative building of THE UAEM). [Ignacio López Rayon Corner José María Artiaga.] From 9:00 a.m. to 3 p.m. In Format 6 you must put your name with
SHIFT, the rest of the information with capital letters and capital letters in Arial 12 characters and take care of the spelling.  It is a temporary and paid work provided by professionals and students for the benefit of society and the State. • Contribute to the vocational training of social service providers;
promote social improvement directly by UAEM or by coordinating efforts with other organizations and institutions that share the goals, through programmes and programmes Common, however, (linking the social service provider in applying his knowledge to look for alternatives to solve the problem of her
environment; linking the student to the areas of professional and social performance;    Requirements of regulations: Attend the introductory talk of social service counting on 50% of the credits that have been fulfilled and 100% for health professions. Consideration of a period of at least six months and not
more than two years, covering a minimum of 480 hours. In the area of health, the duration of work is one year, and the number of hours is subject to what is agreed in the relevant agreements or agreements. Done in units of the social and public sectors, mainly. This work may not take place abroad,
political parties, religious gatherings, family members or natural persons. Register with the Director of Social Service in your academic space, through forms because it is a qualifying requirement, must be requested in advance, taking into account: payment rights to hand over photos * * Features of the
FORMATOS Department of Social Service at the University Extension Directorate (DEU) P.LT. Elisso Valdés Nava Literary Institute No. 102 Pte., First Floor, Colonia Centro, Toluca, Mexico. Tel: (722) 4 81 18 00 ext. 7803 This email address is protected from spam robots. You need JavaScript enabled to
view it.  Responsible for social service and professional practices m. in I like. Antonita Cordera Cardenas MAIL: This email address is protected from spam robots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. Article 2o of AUEM R.S.S. Social Service is a professional activity conducted by students or UAEM
graduates, for the benefit of the community, for the purpose of learning and service. It will be mandatory under Article 5 of the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico and other states Applicable. Article 3 of AUEM R.S.S. This regulation is mandatory enforcement for students of the level of
vocational education that includes technical studies and a bachelor's degree taught in academic agencies, university centers, professional academic units and institutions listed at an independent university in the state of Mexico. The social service process introduces yourself in the extension and binding
format to guide the action. Choose the best option to do so according to the needs of the party concerned. Formalize the letter of offer or acceptance. Register with relevant documents. Quarterly/final reports. Delivery of social service term letter / evaluation surveys make a request to prepare a social
service certificate, provide four oval pictures in black and white white mignón white, and receipt pay fee. High Social Service requirements go to the social service department to request a letter of offer/acceptance fill out the form of registration and social services project (Annex 1) copy of the Birth Code
copy of the academic history Resiente copy of the proof of affiliation to the student insurance. A copy of the registration in the payment receipt is a copy of the credit with 1 child size photography you have 15 calendar days after starting the social service to go to the SS section and register it. You must
download the necessary formats from: if you do so in a private organization it is necessary to have your own cooperation agreement with THE UAEM. The development of the social service provide quarterly reports (Annex 3), within 5 days of the date (compliance for three months after the start of social
service and at the end of the next three months). Name, no. Account, bachelor's degree and no. The report described the activities that were carried out, Vo.Bo. Direct, print and website president. The release of social service and the next step is to deliver the facility 5 characters of duration, signed by the
direct president, must contain: name, no. The period of social service is a bachelor's degree and an account (the minimum must be 6 months). Coverage hours (the minimum should be 480 hours) the name of the unit and section where you can develop your home activities and phone number from the
place Vo.Bo. of the head of dependency. It must be on paper, signed and sealed requirements for social service termination 4 green pictures mignion, black and white without lenses and with bare front men: white shirt, Clara tie, without beard or moustache. Women: White blouse without earrings. Pay for



the status of Finally release social service you can submit it to the Department of Social Service and Professional Practices Training and Professional Residences Department, social service established in conjunction with the directorate and various public and private institutions, and agreements for
students to make in these areas their training and professional residences and social service, corresponding to various bachelor's curricula. Social service is a professional activity through which it is practiced, the university participates in the community, identifying problems and solutions. Through social
service, we promote the necessary conditions that promote integrated training for university students, within the framework of respect for human rights, social rights and the rights of peoples, as well as sustainable development, as well as the theme of our university model... Read
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